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Simultaneous MRI Measurement of Blood Flow,
Blood Volume, and Capillary Permeability in
Mammary Tumors Using Two Different
Contrast Agents

Elizabeth Henderson, PhD,1,2 Jane Sykes, RVT,1 Dick Drost, PhD,1

Hanns-Joachim Weinmann, PhD,4 Brian K. Rutt, PhD,2,3 and Ting-Yim Lee, PhD1,2,3*

A technique for the simultaneous measurement of three
vascular parameters: blood flow (Fr), blood volume (vb), and
the capillary permeability-surface area product (PSr) in
breast tumors using dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is presented. Features of the
technique include measurement of precontrast tumor T1,
rapid temporal sampling, measurement of the arterial in-
put function, and use of a distributed parameter tracer
kinetic model. Parameter measurements are compared
that were determined using two contrast agents of differ-
ent molecular weights, gadolinium-diethylene triamine
pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA; 0.6 kDa) and Gadomer-17
(17 kDa), in 18 spontaneous canine mammary tumors.
Measurements of Fr and vb corresponded well with liter-
ature values, and the mean PSr measured using Gd-
DTPA was a factor of 15 higher than that measured
using Gadomer-17. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2000;12:
991–1003. © 2000 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Index terms: breast MRI; contrast media; pharmacokinetics;
dynamic MRI

IT HAS BEEN NOTED that different pathologies (eg,
benign and malignant tumors) tend to exhibit different
temporal patterns of contrast enhancement on dy-
namic contrast-enhanced MRI of the breast, and the
use of this observation in the assessment of tumors has
been studied extensively over the past decade (1). The

distinctive shapes of the MRI contrast enhancement
versus time curves observed reveal differences in the
underlying physiologies of different tumor types. The
curve shapes are determined in part by physiologic
factors such as capillary permeability, tissue perfusion,
intravascular volume, and volume of the interstitial or
extracellular, extravascular space (EES) (1). Parame-
ters related to the above physiologic factors can be
measured by modeling the time course of contrast en-
hancement (2–10). The parameters thus derived are of
great interest as indicators of tumor angiogenesis, an
essential component of the growth of tumors (10–12).
As such, the parameters have potential applications in
diagnosis, in determining patient prognosis, in predict-
ing which patients will respond to a particular treat-
ment, and in evaluating treatment effectiveness
(13,14).

The different approaches to the measurement of ki-
netic parameters from contrast-enhanced MRI have re-
cently been reviewed (15,16). When tracer (ie, contrast
agent) transport is neither flow limited nor diffusion
limited, as is likely the case for small molecular weight
contrast agents in breast tumor tissue, the transfer
constant or exchange parameter (Ktrans) measured us-
ing these models depends on both the tissue blood flow
(Fr) and the capillary permeability-surface area product
(PSr). The functional significance of the transfer con-
stant is therefore difficult to interpret, being affected by
changes in both Fr and PSr. Furthermore, the models
assume either that the capillary transit time is negligi-
ble or that the contribution of intravascular tracer to
tissue enhancement is negligible. If these assumptions
are not valid, a bias is introduced into the model pa-
rameter measurements (17,18). Therefore, in this pa-
per, we investigate the use of a more realistic tracer
kinetic model, the Johnson and Wilson model (17,19),
which incorporates the effects of intravascular tracer
and non-negligible capillary transit time and allows si-
multaneous measurement of PSr and Fr.

A relatively recent development in contrast-enhanced
breast MRI is the use of large molecular weight contrast
agents, such as albumin/gadolinium-diethylene tri-
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amine pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA), in various animal
models. The permeability of any membrane is a func-
tion of the size of aqueous pores in the membrane and
the size (radius) of the solute (20). A solute whose effec-
tive radius is more closely matched to the pore size of
the membrane will be a more sensitive probe of perme-
ability differences than a solute that is much smaller
than the pore size of the membrane. Most contrast-
enhanced breast MRI studies have used the contrast
agent Gd-DTPA (molecular weight 0.6 kDa) and agents
of similar size. This contrast agent may be too small to
distinguish a permeability difference between benign
and malignant breast tumors, if it exists. Several recent
animal studies indicate that large molecular weight
contrast agents may be more effective in detecting small
permeability differences than is Gd-DTPA (6,21–24). A
technique for the direct measurement of PSr would be a
useful tool for examining PSr differences between dif-
ferent sized contrast agents and between tumor types
with the confounding effects of perfusion differences
removed.

In this paper, a technique is introduced for the simul-
taneous measurement of three tumor vascular parame-
ters: blood flow (Fr), blood volume (vb), and the capillary
permeability-surface area product (PSr), in tumors using
dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI and the Johnson and
Wilson model. In addition, the technique is tested in a
spontaneous mammary tumor canine model using two
contrast agents of very different molecular weights: Gd-
DTPA (Magnevist, Berlex Canada, Lachine, PQ, Canada),
an extravascular contrast agent with a molecular weight
of 0.6 kDa, and Gadomer-17 (24-Gd-macrocyclic-den-
drimer) (Schering AG, Berlin, Germany), an experimental
blood pool contrast agent with a molecular weight of 17
kDa. Note that due to strong water binding, the size (Stoke
radius) of Gd-DTPA is similar to that of a small protein
with a molecular weight of 1–2 kDa, while the size of
Gadomer-17 is similar to a protein with a molecular
weight of 30–35 kDa.

THEORY

Tracer Kinetic Model

The tracer kinetic model that we chose to use in this
study is a relatively simple distributed parameter model
first proposed by Johnson and Wilson in 1966 (19). In
this model, the space in which tracer is distributed is
divided into two concentric cylinders, with tracer ex-
changing between them (Fig. 1). The inner cylinder is
the plasma space, and contrast agent concentration
varies both with time and with distance along this cyl-
inder. The outer cylinder, the interstitial space (EES), is
a well-mixed compartment, and concentration in this
cylinder varies with time only. A closed-form time do-
main solution to this model, which, in this paper, we
will refer to as the adiabatic approximation to the John-
son and Wilson model (aaJW model), has recently been
developed in our laboratory, using the adiabatic ap-
proximation suggested by Lassen and Perl (17,25).
There are several advantages to the use of this model.
First, the relative mathematical simplicity of this solu-
tion facilitates its practical application. Second, since it

models a gradient in tracer concentration along the
capillary bed, it represents tracer transit in breast tis-
sue more realistically than the frequently used com-
partmental models. Third, since it models the first pass
transit of contrast agent, very short experimental dura-
tions (,3 minutes) may be used. Finally, it allows si-
multaneous measurement of Fr, PSr, and vb.

Assuming linearity of measurement response and
that blood flow remains constant over the measure-
ment period, the concentration of contrast agent in a
volume of breast tissue (Ct(t), [mM]), also called the
tissue residue function (TRF), is given by linear super-
position:

Ct~t! 5 FrCa~t! ^ R~t! (1)

where F (ml/min/g) is the blood flow, r (g/ml) is the
tissue density, Ca(t) (mM) is the concentration of con-
trast agent in arterial blood, or the arterial input func-
tion (AIF), and V denotes the convolution operation.
Note that in this paper, we will include r explicitly in the
parameter names to indicate that the tracer kinetic
parameters are measured per volume of tissue, in con-
trast to more traditional measurement techniques such
as autoradiography, which give parameter values per
mass of tissue (15,16). R(t) denotes the impulse residue
function (IRF). The IRF is the TRF that would be ob-
served if a unit amount of contrast agent were intro-
duced instantaneously into the tissue vasculature at
the site of interest. In essence it removes the confound-
ing effects of dispersion of contrast agent in the air and
recirculation from the observed TRF. As a result, the
examination of impulse residue functions provides a
simple way of comparing tracer kinetic models.

The impulse residue function for the aaJW model
is (17):

R~t! 5 1 0 # t , Tc

R~t! 5 Ee 2 EFr/ve~t 2 Tc! t $ Tc
(2)

where Tc (seconds) is the mean capillary transit time
(average time taken for blood to traverse the capillary
bed), ve (unitless) is the fractional volume of the extra-

Figure 1. The Johnson and Wilson model. Ca(t) and Cv(t) (mM)
are the concentrations of contrast agent in arterial and venous
whole blood, respectively. Ce(t) (mM) and Cp(x,t) (mM) are the
concentrations of contrast agent in the extracellular extravas-
cular space (EES) and plasma space, respectively. Fr (min21) is
the blood flow per unit volume of tissue, PSr (min21) is the
capillary permeability surface area product per unit volume of
tissue, ve is the fractional volume of the EES, and vp is the
fractional volume of the plasma space.
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cellular extravascular space (EES), and E is the extrac-
tion ratio. The extraction ratio is the fraction of tracer
that diffuses unidirectionally from plasma into tissue
during a single transit through the capillary bed. It is
related to Fr and to the PSr (ml/min/g) according to
(16,26,27):

E 5 1 2 e 2 PSr/Fr~1 2 rHct! (3)

The factor (1 2 rHct), where Hct is the large vessel
hematocrit, and r is the ratio of small to large vessel
hematocrit (r ' 0.7) (28), converts whole blood quanti-
ties such as whole blood flow (Fr), fractional blood vol-
ume (vb) (unitless), and arterial concentration of tracer
in whole blood [Ca(t)] into the corresponding blood
plasma quantities: plasma flow ( 5 Fr(1 2 rHct)), frac-
tional plasma volume [vp 5 vb(1 2 rHct)], and arterial
concentration of tracer in plasma [Cp(t) 5 Ca(t)/(1 2
rHct)]. For a typical central venous hematocrit of 0.4,
the factor (1 2 rHct) is 0.72. The aaJW model therefore
has five free parameters: Fr, E, Tc, ve, and the time shift
between the AIF and TRF, t0. The fractional whole blood
volume, vb, can be calculated from Fr and Tc through
vb 5 FrTc/60, and PSr can be determined from Fr and E
using Eq. [3] (17). Note that the blood volume thus
calculated represents the volume of blood that is flow-
ing in the tumor microvasculature at the time of mea-
surement. This measure of vascularity is therefore dis-
tinct from the microvessel density vascularity metric
determined from staining of tissue specimens.

If the mean capillary transit time, Tc, is negligible
relative to the time interval at which the AIF and TRF
are sampled, then the aaJW model reduces to (17):

Ct~t! 5 EFrCa~t! ^ e 2 EFr/vet 1 vbCa~t! (4)

This is the same as the operational equation used in
several recent contrast-enhanced breast MRI studies
(23.24). The model can be further simplified if the con-

tribution of tracer in the intravascular space to Ct(t) can
be considered negligible (vb 5 0):

Ct~t! 5 EFrCa~t! ^ e 2 EFr/vet (5)

This model is identical to the consensus model de-
scribed by Tofts and coworkers (16):

Ct~t! 5
Ktrans

~1 2 rHct!
Ca~t! ^ e 2 Ktrans/~1 2 rHct!/vet (6)

except that it formally defines Ktrans (min21], the for-
ward transfer constant between blood plasma and the
EES, as EFr(1 2 rHct). Figure 2 compares the IRFs for
these three models: the complete aaJW model (Eq. [2]
and Fig. 2a), the case where the capillary transit time is
negligible (Eq. [4] and Fig. 2b), and the case where
intravascular tracer is negligible (Eqs. [5] and [6], and
Fig. 2c).

If either of the assumptions of negligible intravascu-
lar tracer or negligible mean capillary transit time is
violated, a bias will be introduced into the tracer kinetic
parameter measurements made using either Eq. [4] or
Eq. [5] (17). Since some tumors are known to be vascu-
lar, signal arising from the intravascular space may not
be negligible. This will be particularly true when large
molecular weight contrast agents (that are principally
confined to the intravascular space) are used, since in
this case there will be a smaller relative concentration of
contrast agent in the interstitial space. Since the cap-
illary transit time in breast tumors has not been deter-
mined, it is unknown whether it is reasonable to as-
sume that Tc is negligible. However, using the mean F of
0.3 ml/min/g measured by Wilson et al (20) in human
breast tumors, and a 10% blood volume, we estimate
that Tc in breast tumors is approximately 20 seconds.
This is not negligible relative to the temporal sampling
intervals used in most tracer kinetic modeling studies,
and relative to the temporal sampling recommenda-

Figure 2. A comparison between the flow-scaled IRFs [5 Fr R(t)] of three tracer kinetic models. a: The aaJW model (Eq. [2]). b:
The aaJW model under the condition that Tc is negligible relative to the interval at which the TRF is sampled (Eq. [4]). c: The aaJW
model under the condition that intravascular tracer is negligible (Eq. [5]). For the full aaJW model, vb is given by the area under
the plateau (vascular) phase of the flow-scaled IRF: vb 5 FrTc/60.
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tions made recently for Eq. [4] (30). Since it is likely that
the assumptions of negligible intravascular tracer and
negligible capillary transit time are violated for MR con-
trast agents in breast tumor tissue, the complete aaJW
model (Eqs. [1] and [2]) was chosen to fit to the dynamic
contrast-enhanced MR data in this study.

Another advantage to the use of the aaJW model is
that it enables simultaneous measurement of Fr and
PSr, whereas in the models of Eqs. [4], [5], and [6], these
two parameters are coupled in the term EFr or Ktrans [5
EFr (1 2 rHct)]. If the plasma blood flow is much greater
than the PSr, (min21), then transport is PS limited, and
Ktrans is equal to PSr. On the other hand, if PSr and
plasma blood flow are of the same magnitude, then, as
discussed above, Ktrans is equal to the product of the
extraction ratio (E) and plasma blood flow (Fr(1 2 rHct)).
If transport is not PS limited (ie, if E . 0.2), then mea-
surements of Ktrans will significantly underestimate
PSr, and the reliable separation of permeability differ-
ences will be affected. Daldrup et al (31) measured a
mean F of 0.24 6 0.07 ml/min/g using microspheres
and a mean E of 0.20 6 0.11 in a rat mammary carci-
noma model. This would imply that Ktrans is a good
measure of PSr. On the other hand, Wilson et al (29)
measured blood flows between 0.1 and 0.8 ml/min/g
(mean 0.30 6 0.17 ml/min/g) in human breast can-
cers, and measurements of Ktrans made with Gd-DTPA
have ranged between 0.1 and 2.0 ml/min/g (2,5,23,31–
33). The fact that measurements of Ktrans and F are of
the same magnitude points to a large value of E (and
PSr) in at least some breast tumors, and measurements
of Ktrans may therefore mask some permeability differ-
ences. It is therefore desirable to use a model in which
both Fr and PSr can be measured simultaneously.

Calibration of MR Image Intensities

A saturation-prepared turbo fast low-angle short
(FLASH; SPTF) sequence, in which magnetization is ini-
tially saturated by a nonselective 90° radiofrequency
(RF) pulse followed after a delay time TI by a turbo-
FLASH acquisition, was chosen for the dynamic MR
imaging (34). RF spoiling was used, as well as constant
gradient spoiling on the phase-encode and readout
axes (35). This sequence was chosen to enable mea-
surement of an arterial input function (AIF). Fritz-Han-
sen et al (36) demonstrated that the AIF could be accu-
rately measured using an inversion-prepared FLASH
sequence. The sequence used in this study is similar,
except that a saturation preparation pulse, rather than
an inversion preparation pulse, was used to make im-
age intensity independent of heart rate and arrhyth-
mias (37,38). The sequence was triggered by the R-wave
on the electrocardiogram (ECG) so that the center of
k-space was acquired at end-diastole to minimize in-
flow effects. The MR signal (S) generated by the SPTF
sequence is (36,39):

S 5 KS ~1 2 e 2 TI/T1!an 2 1 1 ~1 2 Er!
1 2 an 2 1

1 2 a D ,

Er 5 e 2 TR/T1, a 5 Ercos~a! (7)

where a is the tip angle of the excitation pulses in the
turbo-FLASH sequence, TR is the time between
a-pulses, TI is the time from the saturation pulse to the
first a-pulse in the turbo-FLASH sequence, and n is the
number of phase-encode lines acquired before acquisi-
tion of the center of k-space. K is a scaling factor, which
is dependent on proton density, T*2, receiver gain and a,
and is assumed constant as a function of time. The
addition of a concentration of contrast agent ([CA]) to a
volume of tissue changes the bulk T1 relaxation time of
the tissue according to:

DR1 5
1
T1

2
1

T10
5 r1@CA# (8)

where DR1 is the change in T1 relaxation rate, T10 is the
precontrast T1 of the tissue, and r1 is the T1 relaxivity of
the contrast agent in the tissue. In principle, if T10 is
measured and if TR, a, TI, and n are known, then, using
Eq. [7], measurements of precontrast and postcontrast
image intensity can be used to determine postcontrast
T1 (40). Measurements of T1 can then be converted into
DR1, which in turn is proportional to contrast agent
concentration (Eq. [8]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal Protocol

Twenty-five pet dogs with palpable spontaneous mam-
mary tumors were recruited into the study over a period
of 16 months. The dogs were between 5 and 15 years
old [10 6 3 (SD) years] and weighed between 2 and 40
kg [21 6 14 (SD) kg]. Informed consent was obtained
from the dog owners. The animals were treated in ac-
cordance with the guidelines set out by the University of
Western Ontario University Council on Animal Care
Animal Use Subcommittee, and the facility is accredited
by the College of Veterinarians of Ontario. The dogs
were anesthetized with 1.5%–2.0% isoflurane and were
given intravenous injections of benadryl (1.0–2.0 mg/
kg) and dexamethosone (0.4 mg/kg) 15 minutes prior to
the first bolus injection. Each dog was wrapped in a
water heating pad to maintain body temperature at
37°C throughout MR imaging.

MRI

All imaging was done on a 1.5-T Siemens Vision MR
scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The dogs were
placed supine in either a circularly polarized (CP) ex-
tremity, CP head, or large CP flex RF coil, depending on
the size of the dog. The saturation prepared turbo-
FLASH (SPTF) sequence was employed for both the pre-
contrast T1 measurement and the dynamic imaging. T10

was measured by repeating the SPTF sequence for eight
different times (TI) between the saturation pulse and
the first a-pulse and fitting the resulting saturation-
recovery data using Eq. [7]. The sequence parameters
for the SPTF sequence were as follows: TR/TE 3.7/1.2
msec, a 15°, slice thickness 8 mm, and field of view
(FOV) 370 mm. For the T1

0 measurement, the TI times
used were 2500, 2000, 1500, 1000, 500, 250, 100, and
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9 msec, and four images were averaged for each TI.
Either a 64 3 128 or a 96 3 128 matrix size (phase 3
frequency, rectangular FOV) was used, depending on
the size of the dog. For the dynamic imaging, a 128 3
128 matrix size and a TI of 9 msec were used, giving an
effective TI (ie, time from the saturation pulse to acqui-
sition of the center of k-space) of 248 msec, and a total
acquisition time of 490 msec.

Phantom Experiments

Two phantoms, each consisting of 16 aqueous solu-
tions of Gd-DTPA (Magnevist, Berlex Canada) or Ga-
domer-17 (Schering) in vials 30 mm in diameter were
constructed. The concentrations of Gd-DTPA ranged
between 0 and 4 mM, and the concentrations of Ga-
domer-17 ranged between 0 and 1 mM. These phan-
toms were used to investigate the validity of the signal
equation of the SPTF pulse sequence (Eq. [7]) and the
precontrast T1 measurements.

The accuracy of the T1 measurement technique was
assessed by comparing T1 measurements made in the
phantoms using the SPTF method with T1 measure-
ments made using an inversion-recovery spin-echo (IR-
SE) imaging sequence. The 64 3 128, 96 3 128, and
128 3 128 matrix sizes (head coil only) were investi-
gated, and all RF coils used in the dog imaging were
tested using the 64 3 128 matrix size. The IR-SE mea-
surements were done using the transmit/receive head
RF coil with the phantoms placed inside the head coil
cylindrical loader shell, which is filled with doped sa-
line. The IR-SE sequence parameters were as follows:
TR/TE 4000/20 msec, slice thickness 10 mm, 128 3
128 matrix, FOV 300 mm, and TI 2000, 1500, 1000,
750, 500, 250, 100, 20 msec. A three-parameter (A, B,
and T1) equation:

S~TI! 5 A~1 2 Be 2 TI/T1! (9)

was fit to the data from the IR-SE sequence, and Eq. [7]
was fit to the data from the multiple TI SPTF experiment
to determine T1, K, and a.

The signal from the SPTF sequence is known to sat-
urate at high contrast agent concentrations (38,41).
Generally, in tissue, the contrast agent concentrations
are low enough so that the signal intensities are in the
linear range. In the artery, however, there is a potential
for signal saturation, which would result in large errors
in the parameter estimates. The phantoms were there-
fore used to verify the conversion between change in
image intensity and DR1 and to determine at what [CA]
saturation of the MR signal becomes problematic. The
Gd-DTPA and Gadomer-17 phantom sets were imaged
using the SPTF sequence with 10 acquisitions and a 5
5°, 10°, 15°, 20°. A relative enhancement factor was
calculated for each vial of each phantom: (S 2 S0/S0,
where S is the image intensity of the vial, and S0 is the
image intensity in a baseline vial. In this way, tissue
enhancement versus contrast agent concentration
curves were simulated, with the baseline vial represent-
ing precontrast tissue. Different precontrast T1s were
simulated by taking different vials as the baseline (pre-
contrast) vial and redefining contrast agent concentra-

tion as the difference between that of each vial and the
baseline vial.

Animal Experiments

Following tumor localization, an axial slice through the
tumor was selected, and T10 was measured. A single
SPTF image slice was acquired 120 times, with the
acquisition triggered to every second heartbeat, result-
ing in a temporal resolution of approximately 1.5 sec-
onds and a total imaging time of approximately 3 min-
utes. After the acquisition of 10 baseline images,
Gadomer-17 or Gd-DTPA was injected intravenously
either manually over approximately 10 seconds (dogs
1–5) or automatically at a rate of 0.64 ml/sec (dogs
6–25) using an infusion/withdrawal syringe pump
(Harvard Apparatus, South Natick, MA). The entire pro-
cedure, including the T10 measurement, was repeated
for both contrast agents. Complete clearance of con-
trast agent between injections is not required since DR1

is determined from the change in image intensity rela-
tive to a baseline value. Since at 30 minutes post con-
trast the intensity in arterial blood and in tumor tissue
is effectively constant over the 3-minute measurement
time, bolus injections of contrast agent were spaced at
least 30 minutes [32–65 minutes, mean 5 39 6 8 (SD)
minutes] apart.

In all but three dogs, Gadomer-17 was injected first
since it was expected that, compared with Gd-DTPA,
less of the contrast agent would accumulate in the
tissue and since the baseline was expected to be more
flat for subsequent injections. As a check for systematic
errors arising from the injection order, the injection
order was reversed for three dogs. The doses of Ga-
domer-17 and Gd-DTPA injected were 0.0085/0.015
and 0.025/0.045 mmol/kg, respectively. (Three dogs
received the high doses.) The dose of Gadomer-17 in-
jected was three times lower than the dose of Gd-DTPA
injected to account for the difference in relaxivities of
the two contrast agents, so that approximately the
same peak DR1 in blood would be obtained for the two
contrast agents. The doses of both contrast agents were
low relative to the recommended clinical doses; this was
done in order to avoid saturation of the arterial input
function. For each dog, all injections were standardized
to the same volume, 0.2 ml/kg, with a minimum vol-
ume of 2 ml, by diluting the contrast agent with saline.

Image Analysis

Image intensity versus time curves were constructed for
two regions of interest (ROIs), one encompassing the
whole tumor and the other within the aorta. Regions
within the tumor that did not enhance, as determined
from subtraction of an image acquired at 3 minutes
post contrast from a baseline image, were excluded. A
time was assigned to each data point using the R-R and
trigger intervals. The precontrast T1 (T10) of the tumor
ROI was determined for each injection by fitting Eq. [7]
to the saturation recovery data. The precontrast T1 of
arterial blood could not be measured due to difficulties
in triggering the SPTF sequence for long TI times. A T10

of 1260 msec was therefore assumed for arterial blood
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for the injection of the first contrast agent (42), and T10

for subsequent injections was inferred from the change
in baseline signal intensity using Eq. [7]. The intersub-
ject variability of T10 of arterial blood is small, and so
the uncertainty introduced into the parameter mea-
surements by this assumption will also be small. Tad-
amura et al (42) report a mean arterial blood T10 of
1260 6 80 (SD) msec in six individuals, and Nosewor-
thy et al (43) report a mean arterial blood T10 of 1205 6
58 (SE) msec in seven individuals.

The MR image intensity following contrast agent ad-
ministration was converted into DR1 using the precon-
trast T1, the baseline (precontrast) image intensity, and
the signal equation for the SPTF sequence (Eq. [7]). This
step corrects for the nonlinearity of the SPTF signal
equation with DR1. Since DR1 is proportional to contrast
agent concentration (Eq. [8]), the DR1 curves can be
used for the AIF and TRF assuming that r1 is the same
in plasma and tissue. This assumption is supported by
the finding of Donahue et al (44) that the r1 of Gd-DTPA
is the same in saline, plasma, and cartilage (a model of
interstitium) at 8.45 T and room temperature. In order
to correct for the difference between the central venous
and tissue hematocrit, the measured arterial input
function was multiplied by (1 2 rHct)/(1 2 Hct).

Curve Fitting

The aaJW model was fit to the DR1 versus time curves
using the quasi-Newton bounded minimization algo-
rithm E04JAF from the NAG FORTRAN library (Down-
ers Grove, IL). Due to the presence of local minima, the
minimization algorithm is extremely sensitive to initial
guess if all five parameters (Fr, E, Tc, ve, and time shift)
are fit simultaneously. The algorithm was stabilized by
linearly stepping through values of Tc from 1 to 60
seconds, thereby systematically trying many starting
points. For each Tc, the optimal Fr, E, ve, and time shift
were found. The final solution was taken as the solution
that minimized the sum of squared differences between
the data and the fit. All model parameters were con-
strained to be non-negative, as negative values are non-
physiologic. E was further constrained to be less than
1.0, and ve was constrained to be greater than 0.1. An
estimate of the uncertainty (SD) arising from noise in
the TRF in each of the parameter estimates was deter-
mined from the aaJW model’s covariance matrix calcu-
lated at the optimum parameter values, with the vari-
ance in the TRF estimated from the data (45). PSr was
calculated from Fr, E, and Hct using Eq. [3], and vb was
determined from the product of Fr and Tc/60 (17).

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using the SigmaPlot
and SigmaStat statistical software package (SPSS, Chi-
cago IL). Standard descriptive statistics parameters,
such as mean, median, and SD were found. The exis-
tence of linear correlations between parameters was
evaluated using the Pearson product moment correla-
tion. A paired t-test was used to compare the means of
parameter measurements made with the two contrast
agents. Statistical significance was declared at P ,
0.05.

RESULTS

Phantom Experiments

The mean error of the SPTF method for T1 measurement
in eight of the Gd-DTPA phantoms having T1s ranging
between 185 and 1300 msec was under 5% for all ma-
trix size and RF coil combinations tested, and the max-
imum bias observed in any phantom was 28%. The T1

relaxivities of Gd-DTPA and Gadomer-17 measured in
saline at 20°C were 0.00461 mM21 ms21 and 0.0136
mM21 ms21, respectively.

The phantom experiments showed that the SPTF sig-
nal saturates more than what is predicted by the theo-
retical signal equation (Eq. [7]). This is because, while
the signal equation assumes a rectangular slice profile,
in reality a will vary across the slice. This problem is
encountered whenever signal equations are used to ex-
tract T1 values from 2D images, and the solution is
either to incorporate an integration across slice profile
into the signal equation or to construct a calibration
curve (40,46–48). In this study, the latter approach
was taken, and it was determined empirically that a
good match between theory and data can be obtained,
independent of a and T10, if the nominal a is divided by
a factor of 1.5. Although it is not strictly correct to do so,
this effective a can be thought of as a weighted average
of the true a across the slice profile. A comparison
between the phantom data and the corrected signal
equation is shown in Fig. 3. Due to its higher r1, the
Gadomer-17 signal saturates at lower [CA] than does
the Gd-DTPA signal. The signal equation can be used to
correct for some degree of signal nonlinearity with con-
centration, but because of signal saturation at high
[CA], the maximum anticipated contrast agent concen-

Figure 3. Enhancement versus contrast agent concentration
curves measured in aqueous solution for Gadomer-17 with
T10 5 1385 msec (open circles) and T10 5 572 msec (open
triangles) and for Gd-DTPA with T10 5 1308 msec (filled circles)
and T10 5 661 msec (filled triangles). The corresponding curves
calculated from the SPTF signal equation with the prescribed
tip angle divided by 1.5 are also plotted (solid lines). For com-
parison, the SPTF signal equation calculated using the pre-
scribed tip angle (a 5 15°) is plotted using a dashed line for the
Gd-DTPA data only.
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trations should be kept below approximately 1 mM for
Gd-DTPA and 0.3 mM for Gadomer-17. In humans, the
maximum concentration in the AIF after a short bolus
injection of 0.1 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA is 4 mM (36). Sig-
nificant saturation of the AIF will therefore be avoided
by reducing the dose of Gd-DTPA injected to 0.025
mmol/kg,

Animal Experiments

Results were obtained for 18 of the 25 dogs studied. Six
dogs were excluded from the study since artery sizes at
the level of the tumor were too small to permit an AIF
measurement, and a seventh dog was excluded since
ECG gating of data acquisition could not be achieved. In
two tumors, no enhancement was observed, and so
tracer kinetic analysis was not done. Tumor ROIs
ranged in size from 5 to 244 pixels (27–1340 mm2 ),
with a mean size of 74 6 73 (SD) pixels. The mean SNR
in the TRF was 11 6 7 (SD) and 12 6 8 (SD) for Ga-
domer-17 and Gd-DTPA, respectively, and the mean
SNR in the TRF per pixel was 0.4 6 0.4 and 0.4 6 0.3 for
Gadomer-17 and Gd-DTPA, respectively. The mean
sampling interval was 1.4 6 0.2 (SD) seconds.

In all cases, the aaJW model (Eq. [2]) fit the data very
well. The mean chi-square of the fits was 174 6 84 (SD,
range 75–365) for Gadomer-17 and 131 6 59 (SD, range
75–333) for Gd-DTPA. Typical results for one dog are
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a and c, the measured AIF is
superimposed on a graph of the measured TRF and the
fit for both the Gd-DTPA (Fig. 4a) and Gadomer-17 (Fig.
4c) injections. The different shapes of the TRFs mea-
sured with the two contrast agents illustrate the effect
of the different sizes of the two contrast agents. The

Gadomer-17 TRF has a much more prominent vascular
phase (indicated by the peak in the early part of the
TRF) than does the Gd-DTPA TRF. Also, in the Gd-DTPA
TRF, the contrast agent is still accumulating in the
tissue at the end of 3 minutes, while with Gadomer-17,
the contrast agent concentration has reached a pla-
teau. The corresponding flow-scaled IRFs are shown in
Fig. 4 b and d. It is clearly seen that much less contrast
agent is left in the tissue after the vascular phase (rect-
angular part of IRF) for Gadomer-17 than for Gd-DTPA,
and therefore that E for Gadomer-17 is considerably
smaller than E for Gd-DTPA.

The tracer kinetic parameter measurements made
with Gadomer-17 were compared with those made with
Gd-DTPA (Fig. 5). Note that the error bars in this figure
show the standard deviation in the individual parame-
ter measurements determined from the COV calculated
at the fit. There was a strong correlation (r 5 0.907)
between Fr measured with Gd-DTPA and Fr measured
with Gadomer-17. Similarly, vb measurements made
with the two contrast agents were also strongly corre-
lated (r 5 0.882). In addition, systematically higher
values of Fr and vb were measured with Gd-DTPA com-
pared with Gadomer-17: a linear regression through
the Fr and vb data gave slopes of 1.3 and 2.0, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the measurements of PSr and
E made with Gd-DTPA did not correlate significantly
with those made using Gadomer-17. In this case, the
correlation coefficients were 0.486 for PSr and 0.157
for E.

Table 1 lists the mean and standard deviation of the
tracer kinetic parameter estimates made using Gd-
DTPA and Gadomer-17. Values of ve measured using

Figure 4. Representative AIF and TRF
acquired following contrast agent injec-
tion in the same dog, together with the
corresponding flow-scaled IRFs esti-
mated with Eqs. [1] and [2]. a: AIF and
TRF after Gd-DTPA injection. b: Flow-
scaled IRF for the Gd-DTPA injection. c:
AIF and TRF after Gadomer-17 injection.
d: Flow-scaled IRF for the Gadomer-17
injection. In a and c) AIFs are indicated
by a thin line, the TRF data are repre-
sented as filled circles, with a thick black
line showing the best fit through the
data, and the thin lines show the 6 SD
confidence interval. In b and d, the flow-
scaled IRF is the solid line, and the
dashed lines show the 6 SD confidence
interval.
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Gadomer-17 are not reported since for this contrast
agent the uncertainty in the ve measurement is very
large. For large molecular weight contrast agents (small
E), the aaJW model has minimal sensitivity to ve, since
in this case the concentration of contrast agent in the
EES will be relatively small and will therefore have only
a minimal effect on the shape of the TRF.

Results from the two tumors that did not enhance
were not included in the calculations. The mean Tc for
Gd-DTPA was not significantly different from the mean
Tc for Gadomer-17. There was, however, a significant
difference between the means of all other parameters
measured using the two contrast agents. In particular,
the overall mean PSr measurement was 15 times higher
for Gd-DTPA compared with Gadomer-17, indicating a
strong dependence of PSr on the molecular weight of
the contrast agent.

DISCUSSION

Tumor Model

Since Gadomer-17 has not yet been approved for use in
humans, it was necessary to use an animal model. The

spontaneous canine mammary tumor model in pet dogs
was chosen as the closest available model of human
breast disease. This tumor model is ideal for investigat-
ing a diagnostic technique since there is a high preva-
lence of mammary tumors in dogs and since the ani-
mals develop a wide spectrum of mammary pathologies,
encompassing both benign and malignant disease.
Since human and canine mammary tumors share
many characteristics, including species-adjusted age of
onset, morphologic appearance of cells, antigenic phe-
notype, endocrine properties, and general course of the
disease, the canine spontaneous mammary tumor
model is considered to be overall a good model of hu-
man breast cancer (49–51).

Features of the Study

In order to apply a tracer kinetic model to make quan-
titative measurements of blood flow (Fr), blood volume
(vb), and capillary permeability (PSr), several factors
must be considered (52). Measurements of precontrast
T1 (needed to convert MR image intensity into contrast
agent concentration) and of the AIF should be made. In
addition, the AIF and TRF should be sampled suffi-
ciently frequently to ensure accurate measurements of
the tracer kinetic parameters (30). The exact temporal
sampling requirements depend on the tracer kinetic
model. For the aaJW model (Eq. [2]) and typical vascu-
lar parameters found in breast tumor tissue, we have
previously determined that if the SNR in the TRF is
greater than 10, the AIF and TRF should be sampled
every 1.5 seconds (53). In this study, these require-
ments have been fulfilled by measuring tumor T10 and
each individual AIF, and by sampling approximately
every 1.5 seconds.

Figure 5. Comparison between Ga-
domer-17 and Gd-DTPA measurements of (a)
Fr, (b) vb, and (c) of PSr. Error bars are the
SD of the measurement estimated from the
covariance matrix. The solid line indicates a
linear regression through the data, and the
dashed line is the line of identity.

Table 1
Mean (6SD) Parameter Measurements Made with Gd-DTPA and
Gadomer-17

Parameter Gd-DTPA Gadomer-17

Fr (min21) 0.36 6 0.28 0.24 6 0.20
vb 0.13 6 0.09 0.077 6 0.041
PSr (min21) 0.22 6 0.15 0.015 6 0.012
ve 0.50 6 0.30 —
Tc (s) 24 6 9 25 6 15
E 0.56 6 0.15 0.10 6 0.10
EFr(1 2 rHct) (min21) 0.15 6 0.10 0.014 6 0.011
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The tracer kinetic model used in these experiments,
the aaJW model, is a more realistic model of MR con-
trast agent transport in breast tissue than the models
that have previously been used to interpret contrast-
enhanced breast MRI data (Eqs. [4–6]). The model is
appropriate for the study of small molecular weight
contrast agents such as Gd-DTPA in breast tumor tis-
sue, for which transport is neither flow nor PS limited,
as it explicitly models the changing concentration of
contrast agent along the vascular bed, and a finite cap-
illary transit time. The main advantage to this model is
that both Fr and PSr can be measured simultaneously,
while with other models they are coupled in the term
Ktrans 5 EFr(1 2 rHct). In addition, only a short exper-
imental length is required. Furthermore, since the
model recognizes a non-negligible mean capillary tran-
sit time, justified by our finding that Tc ; 25 seconds,
all parameters measured by the model are closer to the
truth (more accurate) than those measured using the
simpler models described by Eqs. [4–6]. On the other
hand, since more parameters are modeled, it is likely
that there is a reduction in the precision with which
each parameter can be measured, and the high tempo-
ral sampling rate required may limit the use of this
model.

Limitations of the Study

Care was taken to design the study in order to make
accurate measurements of the vascular parameters.
Nevertheless, a few limitations of the study method-
ology remain and should be recognized. First, be-
cause of the low spatial resolution (3 3 3 3 8 mm) and
the ROI analysis used, our results are vulnerable to
partial volume errors. Tumors are known to be spa-
tially heterogeneous, and in this study some degree of
heterogeneous enhancement was observed in all
cases (54,55). Ideally, Fr, vb, and PSr should be de-
termined on a pixel-by-pixel basis; however, this re-
quires a higher contrast-to-noise level than we were
able to achieve, given the necessarily low doses of
contrast agent used.

Second, the precontrast T1 of arterial blood should
be measured, rather than assumed. Since, for a T1-
weighted pulse sequence, enhancement is approxi-
mately proportional to the product of T10, r1, and
contrast agent concentration (56), an error in the
precontrast T1 of arterial blood would result in a scal-
ing error between the AIF and the TRF. This would
manifest as an error in the parameter measurements.
From Eq. [1] it can be seen that if the assumed T10 of
arterial blood was too high and Ca(t) therefore under-
estimated, Fr would be overestimated. As a result, vb,
ve and PSr would also be overestimated (Eqs. [2] and
[3]), while estimates of the parameters that describe
the shape of the IRF, E and Tc, would be unaffected.
These errors would be consistent for both contrast
agents studied.

Third, another fundamental assumption to this work
is that the relaxivity of the two contrast agents are the
same in plasma as in tumor tissue. Following a similar
argument to the above, it can be demonstrated that a
discrepancy between the relaxivities in the two tissues

would result in a bias in the measurement of Fr, vb, ve,
and PSr. If the magnitude of the discrepancy were dif-
ferent for Gd-DTPA and Gadomer-17, then the magni-
tude of the bias would differ between Gd-DTPA and
Gadomer-17. On the other hand, any such bias would
be consistent over all dogs studied. Fourth, it is the
nature of tracer kinetic modeling that many assump-
tions about the tissue system are made, and these as-
sumptions may affect the accuracy of the parameter
measurements. In practice, a compromise must be
struck between the realism of the model (number of
processes modeled) and the precision of the measured
parameters, given the quality of the data (temporal
sampling and SNR). For example, the aaJW model used
assumes that the EES is a well-mixed compartment.
While this assumption is somewhat justified by the
random arrangement of the tumor microvessels (55), it
may not hold completely. More sophisticated models do
exist in which variations in concentration within the
EES are accounted for (57); however, these models are
too mathematically complex for the quality of the data
acquired in these experiments to make their use prac-
tical.

Another limitation to this technique is suggested by
the systematically higher measurement of Fr and vb

made using Gd-DTPA relative to those made using Ga-
domer-17. The same trend existed regardless of which
contrast agent was injected first. While a slightly higher
measurement of Fr made using Gd-DTPA arising from
insufficient temporal sampling and noise in the TRF
has been predicted by computer simulations, no such
trend was predicted for vb (53,58). Interestingly, the
phenomenon of smaller contrast agents measuring
higher blood volumes has been observed by others
(23,24). These groups suggest that the higher blood
volume measurement is due to the contrast agent,
which extravasates at early times, being misinterpreted
by the tracer kinetic model as intravascular contrast
agent. The aaJW model, however, explicitly models the
extravasation of contrast agent at early times. There are
a number of possible explanations for the discrepancy
we have observed.

While it has been shown that neither random noise in
the TRF nor insufficient temporal sampling result in a
bias in the vb measurements with molecular weight
(16), bias in this parameter could have been introduced
by physiologic noise or noise in the AIF. As discussed
earlier, a difference in the relative scaling of the AIF and
TRF if the r1 of blood is not equal to that of tumor tissue
would also result in a bias. Alternatively, the discrep-
ancy could indicate the existence of other processes not
modeled by the aaJW model. Finally, the systematic
bias observed could be due to a breakdown of the as-
sumption of fast proton exchange that was made in
order to relate the change in T1 relaxation rate to con-
centration of contrast agent in Eq. [8] (59). Proton ex-
change rates in mammary tumors, in which elevated
capillary permeability has been demonstrated, are un-
known. If proton exchange between the intravascular
space and the EES is slow or intermediate, intravascu-
lar contrast agent will be effectively hidden from the
majority of water protons that reside in the cellular and
interstitial tissue compartments. Under these condi-
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tions, if fast proton exchange is assumed, blood flow
and blood volume would be underestimated, and the
degree of parameter inaccuracy would be dependent on
the molecular size of the contrast agent (59,60).

Comparison of Results With Literature Values

The mean values of the tracer kinetic parameters mea-
sured in this study are comparable to those reported for
breast tumors in the literature. Overall mean Fr of
0.36 6 0.28 min21 and 0.24 6 0.20 min21 were mea-
sured using Gd-DTPA and Gadomer-17, respectively.
Assuming that r ; 1.0 g/ml, these values of blood flow
correspond well with data pooled from many studies
reporting F in breast carcinomas between 0.08 and
0.80 ml/min/g (61). This measurement also corre-
sponds well with the mean F of 0.30 6 0.17 (SD) ml/
min/g measured by Wilson et al (29) in human breast
cancers using 15O-labeled water and positron emission
tomography, and the mean F of 0.43 6 0.12 (SD) ml/
min/g (converted from plasma flow) measured by Dal-
drup et al (31) in a rat mammary tumor model using
fluorescent microspheres. The vascular space of tu-
mors varies from 1% to 20% (62). This is similar to the
results of this study: the mean vb measured by Gd-
DTPA was 0.13 6 0.09, and the mean vb measured
using Gadomer-17 was 0.08 6 0.04.

Table 2 compares MR-derived tracer kinetic parame-
ter measurements from various studies with the equiv-
alent parameters measured in this study. Although
they are determined using different tracer kinetic mod-
els, the Ktrans determined by other studies has the same
physiologic interpretation as EFr(1 2 rHct) determined
in this study and is therefore expected to be the same.
A comparison of the values of Ktrans in Table 2 shows
that our measurement of EFr(1 2 rHct) is within the
range of Ktrans measured by others, although it is in the
lower end of the range. The mean values of vb and ve

found in this study also fall in the middle of the range of
values determined by other studies.

Effect of Tracer Molecular Weight on PSr and E

There was a highly significant difference between the
mean PSr measurements made with the two contrast
agents. The mean overall PSr measured using Gd-DTPA
(PSr 5 0.22 6 0.15 min21) was approximately 15 times
larger than that measured using Gadomer-17 (PSr 5
0.015 6 0.012 min21). This dependence of permeability
on the molecular weight of the tracer has been observed
by others using different tumor models and very large
macromolecules (albumin and larger) (63). Su et al (24)
found that the outflux transport rate K21 (;EFr/ve)
measured in carcinomas was approximately three
times higher for Gd-DTPA (0.3 min21) compared with
Gadomer-17 (0.09 min21) but about the same (;0.1
min21) for the two contrast agents in fibroadenomas in
a rat mammary tumor model. Although the compound
nature of K21 would be expected to mask the permeabil-
ity difference to some extent, it is interesting that we
have observed a greater molecular weight dependence
of the equivalent parameter (Table 2). This difference
may either be due to the different tracer kinetic models
used (ie, the importance of non-negligible Tc) (17), or to
the different tumor models used.

The mean extraction fraction measured for Gd-DTPA
in canine mammary tumor was 0.56 6 0.15. The mea-
surement of an E greater than 0.2 indicates that mea-
surements of Ktrans are not equivalent to measurements
of PSr, and that the use of the distributed parameter
aaJW model is indicated. This result is similar to mea-
sured values for E of between 0.5 and 0.6 in myocar-
dium (64). On the other hand, an extraction ratio of 0.2
was measured in a rat mammary tumor model (31). The
discrepancy between our results and these rat tumor
results could be due to differences between the tumor
models used. According to the current study, E of Gd-
DTPA in breast tumor tissue is greater than 0.2, and
therefore measurements of Ktrans in breast tumor tissue
must be interpreted as EFr(1 2 rHct) rather than PSr.
For Gadomer-17, E was 0.10 6 0.10, implying that for
this contrast agent, assuming that Eqs. [4], [5], or [6]

Table 2
Comparison Between Mean Measurements of Vascular Parameters in Breast Tumors Reported in the Literature*

Reference
Tumor
model

CA
Ktrans

(min21)
vb ve

Ktrans/ve

(min21)

Current study Canine Gd 0.15 0.13 0.5 0.31
Tofts et al (2) Human Gd 0.1–1.2a — 0.3–0.8a —
Su et al (24) Rat (ENU) Gd — 0.04–0.10b — 0.13–0.28b

den Boer et al (5) Human Gd 0.90–2.04b 0.24–0.36b,c 0.45–0.47b —
Hulka et al (33) Human Gd 0.21–0.45b — — —
Mussurakis et al (32) Human Gd 0.24–0.59 — — —
Daldrup et al (31) Rat (R3230) Gd 0.04 0.11c — 0.216
Daldrup et al (23) Rat (ENU) Gd 0.13–0.13b 0.08–0.16b,c — —
Current study Canine G-17 0.014 0.08 — 0.04d

Su et al (24) Rat (ENU) G-17 — 0.03–0.07 — 0.07–0.11

*Parameter values that were reported for tissue mass have been converted into parameter values in a tissue volume using r 5 1.0 g/ml. CA 5
contrast agent, Gd 5 Gd-DTPA, G-17 5 Gadomer-17.
aRange of individual measurements in cancers.
bRange of means measured in different pathologies (eg, benign and malignant).
cvp was converted into vb according to vb 5 vp/(1 2 rHct), (1 2 rHct) 5 0.72.
dve was determined using Gd-DTPA.
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adequately describe the tracer kinetics, measurements
of Ktrans or EFr(1 2 rHct) are equivalent to PSr.

Future Research Directions Suggested by This
Study

The uncertainty in each of the parameters that was
estimated from the covariance matrix (error bars in Fig.
5) represents an underestimation of the true uncer-
tainty. Additional sources of parameter uncertainty in-
clude noise in the AIF, uncertainty in T10, uncertainty
in the time assignment of the data points, and temporal
instability of the actual parameter values. The true pre-
cision of the parameter measurements should be deter-
mined experimentally by doing repeat experiments in
each dog and analyzing the data using ANOVA of re-
peated measures (65).

The largest difficulty encountered in these experi-
ments was the relatively low SNR in the TRF resulting
from the necessarily low dose of contrast agent injected
to avoid saturation of the AIF. It would be highly desir-
able to find a technique to extend the range of contrast
agent concentrations over which signal intensity is lin-
ear, thereby allowing larger doses of contrast agent and
improving the SNR of the TRF. Very fast T1 mapping is
one possibility (41,66). Furthermore, a significant im-
provement in the SNR of the TRF would allow parame-
ters to be calculated pixel by pixel. This would allow for
assessments of the degree of parameter variability
within a tumor and the presence of tracer kinetic pa-
rameter “hot spots.”.

Finally, several recent studies have shown improved
differentiation, either between tumor grades or between
tumor types, with large molecular weight compared
with small molecular weight contrast agents (21–24).
However there have been some inconsistencies in the
reported results. On the one hand, the exchange pa-
rameter of Su et al (24) differentiated between benign
and malignant tumors with small but not large molec-
ular weight contrast agents, and did not differentiate
between malignant tumor grades for any of the contrast
agents studied. On the other hand, the exchange pa-
rameter of Daldrup et al (23) correlated with tumor
grade with a large but not with a small molecular weight
contrast agent, and Adam et al (21) could distinguish
between benign and malignant tumors based on curve
shape for large but not for small molecular weight con-
trast media. The technique we have described is partic-
ularly ideal for evaluating whether large molecular
weight contrast agents are better able to distinguish
between tumor types based on permeability differences
as it measures PSr rather than exchange parameters
that are dependent on PSr, Fr (and ve). In addition, the
spontaneous canine mammary tumor used provides a
wide variety of pathologies, and the size of the animal
facilitates the measurement of the arterial input func-
tion. In future studies, the technique will be used to
assess the ability of vascular parameter measurements
made with different sized contrast agents to differenti-
ate between benign and malignant canine mammary
tumors (sample size constraints do not allow this as-
sessment to be made with the current data).

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a contrast-enhanced dynamic MRI tech-
nique for measuring Fr, vb and PSr in spontaneous
canine mammary tumors was demonstrated. Features
of the technique include measurement of precontrast
tumor T1, rapid temporal sampling, measurement of
the arterial input function, and use of a more realistic
tracer kinetic model. Measurements of Fr, vb, and PSr
made with two different sized contrast agents (Gd-DTPA
and Gadomer-17) in spontaneous canine mammary tu-
mors were compared. E and PSr were found to be highly
dependent on the molecular weight of the contrast
agent. Potential applications of measurements of Fr,
PSr, and vb include the diagnosis of breast disease, the
evaluation of patient prognosis, basic studies of the
tumor vasculature, and the assessment of tumor re-
sponse to treatment.
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